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Abstract- Seismic Design of Reinforced concrete structure till
at the moment is a matter of great anxiety; defeat of large
human and economic resource is only due to earthquakes. For
this cause it is needed to understand the behavior of structure
subjected to dynamic loading. Better arrangement of RC shear
wall building in new and earlier period earthquakes is
observed and it encourages its use in high rise buildings. The
work deals with the design of shear wall, behavior and
stiffness of frame with shear wall using E-tab software. For
this reason structures are modeled and analyzed using codes
IS 1893:2002,IS 456:2000.The buildings are modeled with
floor area of (25m x 15m ) with 5 bays of 5m span along X
Direction and 3 bays of 5m span along Y Direction. Floor to
Floor height is taken as 3.5m. A Comparative has been done by
placing shear walls at different locations in the building
subjected to seismic load. Shear wall are placed at the
pheriphry, inner core and at the intermediate position.
Different parameters such as Base shear, story drift, story
shear, story stiffness and natural period are observed for bare
frame, frame with masonry walls and frame with masonry and
shear walls to compare the structural behavior of Shear wall
systems.
Keywords: Shear walls, Stiffness, E-tabs, Story shear,
Natural period.

1. INTRODUCTION

The walls which resist the lateral loads such as wind
or earthquake in a building are known as shear wall. Lateral
strength and stiffness of the structure can be improved by
shear wall and thereby providing good inter storey drifts
control and energy dissipation capacity. Basic criterions that
the structure should satisfy are stiffness, strength and
ductility and these objectives can be pleased by the shear
walls. The stiffness of the framed structure with shear walls
is more compared to bare frame structure and therefore
deformations under earthquake load gets reduced. The
needed strength can be achieved by proper detailing of
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, to avoid damage

size. It has been noted that the building provided with shear
walls can easily bear stresses and stiffness can be enhanced
against the lateral displacement of vertical structural
members. The structural location of shear wall should be
such that it allows maximum load to pass through it in lateral
direction for reducing shear failure to other structural
members.

2. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF RC BUILDING:




Stories : G+19
Story height: 3.5m
Beam dimension : 230x850 (1st 5 stories)
: 230x800 (2nd 5 stories)
: 230x700 (3rd 5 stories)
: 230x450 (4th 5 stories)



Column dimension : 650x650 (1st 5 stories)
: 550x550 (2nd 5 stories)
: 500x500 (3rd 5 stories)
: 450x450 (4th 5 stories)










Shear wall thickness : 230mm
Grade of concrete : M30
Grade of steel : Fe-500
Zone considered – V
Importance factor:1
Response reduction factor-5
Dead load on the structure-1kN/m2
Live load on the structure- 3kN/m2

2.1: Location of shear walls:

Reinforced concrete (RC) shear walls are typically
provided between column lines, stair wells, and lift wells.
Shear wall offer lateral load resistance by transferring the
wind or earthquake loads to the foundation. Beside that they
provide lateral stiffness to the structure and carry gravity
loads. Seismic performance of a building can be drastically
improved by well designed system of shear walls.
Shear wall is similar to column taking axial load but
of very small thickness with respective to standard column
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Fig 1.1:Shear wall with 1st configuration
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Fig 1.2:Shear wall with 2nd configuration

Table 1.1: Story stiffness in kN/mm
Fig 1.3:Shear wall with 3rd configuration
2.2 : Observations in Various Parameters:

Table 1.2: Story displacement in mm

Table 1.0: Story shear in KN
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Fig 1.4:Story shear vs story
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Table 1.3: Story shear in KN
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Fig 1.5:Story stiffness vs story
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Fig 1.6:Story displacement vs story
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Fig 1.8:Story stiffness vs story
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Table 1.5: Story displacement in mm
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Fig 1.9:Story displacement vs story
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2.3 Results and Discussion:
10

We have seen that if the resistance to the lateral
force is more, then the displacement of the structure as well
as drift is less. Most of the forces are resisted by shear walls.
So in our analysis the better position of shear wall is at the
outer periphery. From the above tables we can see that the
displacement as well as stiffness of 1st configuration is better
compared to other configurations in X (SPECX) direction. But
in case of SPECY inner core performs better compared to
other position of shear walls. The results were compared to
bare frame and expressed in terms of percentage. When the
analysis was carried out for 20 storied structures, story
shear of (Model 2)(Masonry wall structure) is 56% greater
than bare frame.(Model 3) is around 52.8%,(Model 4) is 54%
and (Model 5) is 52% more than bare frame in X direction.
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Fig 1.7:Story shear vs story
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Similarly when the stiffness calculations were made we
observed that (Model 2) is 88 %,( Model 3) is 98 %,( Model
4) is 97% and (Model 5) is 97.5% greater than bare frame
structure. So when the stiffness parameter is considered we
can see that the shear walls at the outer periphery performs
well than the other configuration. Another important
parameter to be discussed is story displacement. Story
displacement of (Model 2) (MW) is 86% less than bare
frame. (Model 3) is 93.3 %,( Model 4) is 92.9% and (Model 5)
is 93.4% less than bare frame. In this case we can see that
the displacement of Shear walls at the outer periphery is less
compared to other positions. So the best configuration is that
position of shear wall which has less displacement and has
high stiffness. So the best position of shear wall is at the
outer periphery i.e. (SW1). Similarly when the analysis was
carried out in Y direction (Model 2) is 57.68% more than
bare frame. (Model 3) is 55.8 %,( Model 4) is 56.35% and
(Model 5) is 55.52% more than (Model 1).When it comes to
stiffness of the structure masonry wall structure was 87%
stiffer than bare frame structure,(Model 3) was 98%,(Model
4) was 96% and (Model 5) was 98.2% stiffer than bare
frame. When story displacement was considered masonry
wall structure was 86% less displaced compared to bare
frame structure,(Model 3) was 93%,(Model 4) was 88% and
(Model 5) was 93% less displaced compared to bare frame
structure. Best position of shear wall here by observing the
results was at the inner core.

2.4 Conclusion:










To carry out the analysis 20 storied structures was
modeled and results obtained by equivalent and
response method were observed.
The performance of the structure with shear wall
performed very well compared to the structure with
bare frame and masonry wall system.
Introducing shear wall around 90% of stiffness is
being increased and displacement is reduced by
95% when compared to bare frame and masonry
wall structures.
As the shear walls takes maximum amount of lateral
forces the very important thing is the placing of
shear walls. Models with different configuration are
displayed above.
From the analysis we come to know that the shear
walls at the outer periphery performed very well
compared to others as it takes high stiffness and
less displacement. This is because the length of
shear walls at the X direction is more compared to Y
Similarly if the analysis is carried out at Y direction,
Shear walls at the inner core performed very well
because the length of shear wall in that direction is
more.
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